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Prefatory Note

Just ten years ago, Ernest Albert Thurkauf published One Small Lifetime, a beautiful
memoir featuring not only his own life, but also that of his mother, Amalia Thiirkauf-Braun
from Liestal in the Swiss Canton Basel-Land. In this issue of the SAHS Review, Ernest A.
Thurkauf adds some unique "glimpses" of his professional experiences as an electrician to his
previous account, originally prepared for his circle of friends. His text is reproduced here
without change, some minor adjustments in its external organization excepted. Sincere thanks
are due to Mr. Thurkauf, now in his 86th year, for his generous sharing of his experiences!

Throughout the United States several Swiss-American newsletters are being published.
The title pages (reproduced below) contain valuable information on three of them. Maralyn
Wellauer's The Swiss Connection concentrates on genealogical issues, The Swiss Chaletter on
activities of the Ohio Swiss, Die Familie Stauffacher, edited by Donna M. S. Utrecht in
Stillwater, Minnesota, focuses on that family. They all contain useful information and are
warmly recommended.

Leo Schelben,
Editor

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1993
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Glimpses from

an Industrial

Electrician's Lifetime

About the Author
Born in Liestal, Switzerland, Ernest Albert
Thurkauf moved to Canada when he was
eight years old, during World War I. He grew
up in the harsh environment of Canadian
mining camps and farms.
He has worked as a farmer, miner,
woodsman. and finally, industrial electrical
engineer. He served in the navy's Sea Bees
in the Pacific during World War II. During
the sixties, he was top Job Corps instructor
at Camp Kilmer, New Jersey, training jobless
youths. He has also trained craftsmen in
Sumatra, Indonesia, and worked on K wajalein Island, in the southwest Pacific.
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ON
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A Technical Report on a Few Jobs
For all of us God has a plan

My life's main line of work has been as an industrial maintenance
electrician, though in early years I tried my hand as blacksmith's helper, arc and
acetylene welder, coal mine laborer, lumber jack, farm hand, fruit picker,· and
other miscellaneous work. ·
But it was as a trained electritjan that ·1 got my greatest joy in workingespecially in training men in my line of work.

In my old years now, I have given much thought to what have been some
very challenging jobs I had encountered as I struggled onward in this best of all
possible. worlds, and these are· detailed in these pages.
My still sharp mind has brought out detail after detail of jobs I can recall as
though they happened only yesterday.
A review of a few major jobs of my long and active years of working in
many places, work that has made my life

W.ORTH LIVING

---Ernest A. Thurkauf
February 1, 1993 .
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1917

My First Job

Canada ·

We were living at Lovett, Alberta, Canada in 1917 where father was a
coal miner. There was no school there, not enough kids. I was 10 years of age
and ambitious to do something. Another kid my age and I had applied for work
at the mine office, perhaps to pick rock out of the coal going over a conveyor
before being dumped into railroad loading hoppers. But the officer told us to
return when we had "grown up" and were 14 years of age. So Nicky and I went
to the company store. As we were looking into the candy barrel, but having no
money, the store keeper asked us if we wanted a job ... that our pay would be in
candy!
Of course we would do a job! The man then told us that he needed empty
whiskey bottles; and would we go find some for him? Of course we would. We
spent weeks scrounging in trash cans and under the miners' bunk houses. Our
searching got us many empty bottles. These we brought to the store and got our
pay in candy. We didn't know or care why the man wanted empty whiskey
- bottles. A long time later I learned that the store keeper was also the agent for the ·
area bootlegger, during Alberta's prohibition. The bottles, of course, were for
refills for the very thirsty coal miners!

1942

Perseverance Pays

New Jersey

At a New Jersey chemical plant, in 1942: A chemical processing flow
pump had frequent stopping problems, but could be restarted promptly again every
time. The liquid chemical was in immediate need of being pumped out of the
processing tank. Any delay would cause the solution to solidify, with disastrous
results. They had delegated a man to stand by the pump every time it had to run,
so that this man could restart the stalled motor. The electrical shop foreman had
·sent at various times an electrician to solve the stopping problem; but to no avail.
Finally, after a nine month ordeal of motor stopping and no solution, I was
asked to go and solve the problem. I spent three days tracing circuits and making
the control diagram covering all three floors. In the first two days·the motor never
stopped. But on the third day I was by the second floor control station and
suddenly heard a severe jolt on the floor above me, and the pump had stopped.
I restarted the pump motor from the second floor control station, then went to the
third level to find out the reason for the jolt. · I found a dip or trench in the
wooden floor just above the second floor control. Then I saw a man coming with
a wheel barrow full of chemical ingredients for the operation. The steel wheel hit
the trench; the jar shook the floor, and the pump motor light on the third floor

2
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indicated "Stop". The repair was now easy: I got a high step-ladder and opened
a splice box on the second floor ceiling just below the trench---and repaired a
loose splice in the wiring! 1

1943

Curiosity Costs Me My Job

New Jersey

At the above chemical plant I was given the job of disconnecting a large
alternating current three-phase slip-ring induction motor. It meant a shutdown of ·
a section of a manufacturing operation. The motor was to be sent to the
maintenance shop for reinsulation of the rings. I asked the reason for this; the
foreman said the chief had checked the motor with a megohm meter the day
· before, and discovered current leakage between the rings, which he believed
should not be. I became curious, and did a megger test also! Then I stopped and
thought.
My knowledge of circuitry told me that the motor circuitry was not at fault,
that there had to be _a reading between the rings, or else the motor would not even
run. So, before doing any disc_onnecting, I called my supervisor and explained my
findings to him. · He came over, but even he did not understand the motor circuits
until I drew a diagram for him. At this he decided to go talk to the chief. He
called me and told me to forget this job, and to go on another assignment. Later
that day my· boss told me that I had showed up the chief for his lack of circuitry
knowledge.
For· my "help" in all this, I was given all the dirty jobs. So, six months
later I quit-World War Il was on, so I joined the U.S. Navy's Construction
Battalions (CB-the "Sea Bees"), though I had to leave a lovely tearful wife
standing at the railway station!

1944

On Espiritu Santo Island

S. W. Pacific

U.S.Navy(CB). We had at times to go on emergency jobs at nighttime. It
was rather difficult to work while holding a flashlight, so one day I located a small
lighting plant: a 120 volt direct current generator, driven by a gasoline engine.
My inquisitive mind got to working; we found a small four-wheel bomb carriage
and adapted it as a conveyance for the lighting plant. It served well on several

1

Further details and comments on the technical knowledge required to solve many of the
problems described in this journal are given in Technical. Notes, begiMing on page 29.

3
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night jobs.
One night the d.c. exciter generator on an army power plant burned out.
So ... the Sea Bees to the rescue! We coupled our lighting plant to a truck and
three of us drove off to help the Army. This was one time when our lighting
generator did super service. Not only did it provide us with illumination, but I got
an idea that we could give the army camp power for the evening and all night
long. We connected our d.c. unit to the army generator's alternator field circuit-taking the place of the burned out exciter armature. We made the connections,
started the army's generator, turned on the switch of our lighting plant-and the
army camp lit up like a Christmas tree! We went to work and installed a new
armature in the exciter, and the repair was completed by six in the morning.
Needless to say how appreciative the army officers were for the "Sea Bee's" help!

1944

Help for the Marines

In the Pacific

On Espiritu Santo Island: Our officer in charge had notified me of trouble
a Marine Camp was having. I took two men with me to investigate. It was a
photo-reconnaissance film processing laboratory. Aerial photo aircraft had arrived
with films of battle areas, showing Japanese troops in .position on Bougainville
Island. The films needed developing immediately, pictures were urgently needed
for Marine commanders in charge of battle areas. But- their processing and
printing shop had a burned out motor on the film-washing water tanks. They were
desperate. Their electricians had found a motor of the same size, had mounted it
and applied power. The motor would not run, and blew its fuses.
And that is where the Navy stepped in to help. My inspection showed a
three-phase motor mounted where their single-phase motor had been. Of course
the new motor would not run! They had connected it to the single-phase line and
used the neutral as a third phase power line. I explained the problem to the
marine electrician and told him that we must bring the third phase out from their
generator. This part was easy enough, but then we needed a three-phase motor
starter, and they had none. We found a regular fused switch and mounted it along
side their single-phase motor starter, ran the third phase line through it, and
showed them how to operate on an emergency basis until the burned-out motor
could be rewound and reinstalled.
•
Two hours' work on our part got the Marine Corps back into business. The
Marine Captain in charge was so happy he gave me his bottle of whiskey, and this
I gave to my men!

4
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1944

The Army Needs Help Again

Pacific

On Santo Island, another Army unit had borrowed our large portable
diesel-electric power generator, mounted on a 10-wheeler GMC truck. Our
·machine was a standby unit, to be ready for instant call to any location on the
island-there were about 100 power plants, near and far, which we had to be
ready to help.
We let the Army borrow our spare unit-"but not for long." The exciter
generator armature on their alternator had burned out, and it should have taken
about two days to have it rewound . .
A week wen~ by, but out emergency plant did not return. Two weeks, then
three. I asked our maintenance officer if he had any news-that our generator
might be needed at any time. He called the Army but was told their generator had
been repaired, and that their technicians would have it producing power shortly.
After two more days I had him ask the Army's commander if perhaps they
could use our help. (Oh no! The Army ask the Navy for assistance? They'd
sooner ask the Japs for help.) Another day, and they were told that we were
coming to get our machine.
At this, the Colonel decided he'd better ask us to come help. I went to their
base some miles away with Wally and Walt, two of my men. I entered the office
and the Army Colonel called in his electrician, who explained what had happened
and what he had done. He had merely installed the rewound armature, had not
changed any wires, but that for days they had tried exciting the field poles with
batteries. Failing that, they transported tµe whole unit to another Army
maintenance base. But the technicians there could not make the generator produce
power, so it was returned to base one.
This is where I came in. We started the diesel engine, and I put my
voltmeter leads on the output line of the excjter, but voltage output was zero. The
only thing they had done was to place the armature in position; no wires were
switched.
I had Wally open the shaft coupling to permit the exciter to be spun freely
by hand. So "Roll it forward." No voltage indication. I reversed the leads and
said, "Roll it in reverse." The meter showed voltage. Both Army electricians
were standing by while we did this part. With voltage indication, I instantly knew
what the problem was. I said, "We can't reverse the diesel engine, so let's reverse ·
the field winding leads." This done I said, "Now spin it forward." Voltage
showed on the meter. We reconnected the coupling, started the engine---and
power was on! We shut it down and I said, "Cut ours off and swing your lines
over to your generator."
As our unit came to a halt, the Colonel dashed out of his office yelling, "Out
5
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of power again? What's going on now?" "Sir," I said, "You will have power in
a few minutes as soon as yoµr lines are connected to your generator." He yelled
at me, "You got it fixed?" "Yes Sir," I said, "it's as good as new." He became
highly agitated and yelled _again, "You got it fixed in 20 minutes! My electricians
have been screwing around with it for a month, and you fixed it in 20 minutes!"
"Well, Sir," I said, "that's the way _it is." At this he screamed, "I ought to court
martial my stupid electricians for this."
My comments were, "Sir, don't be too harsh on your men for this. This is
one job not many electricians would have known how to make right. But I .
remembered what an instructor told me in electrical school years ago; what to do
if I ever encountered a problem such as this. Had I not remembered that, I
couldn't have helped neither!"
What went wrong? And what did I do right? And why? Let the
knowledgeable reader ponder this! 2

1944

Mutiny on Saintly Spirit Island

Pacific

On Santo Island in 1944 I had been designated "Boss" of the electrical
shop. Our chief had been invalided home. Our officers ·seemed to think that I
was the most qualified to lead the group, but I had only a third-class rating. After
some days the se~ond- and first-class men, over whom I should have had
authority, refused to take orders from me. And by Navy regulations they had the
right to refuse orders from a lower-grade man.
The situation got nasty, when finally the word got to our commanding
officer. I was requested to come to the office for a discussion on the problem ..
He said, "The Navy directives say I must give all electricians the opportunity to
prove they can do the shop-boss job. But I have no electrical books nor test
sheets, and I don't know one lamp size from another; much less do I know
anything about power generators .. -B ut I see in your service records that you used
to teach electricians in the States. You make up a test, bring it to me with the
answers. I'll put a notice on the bulletin board for all who aspire for the shopboss job to come take the test:
As I was about to leave, he called and said, "You come and take the test
too." I saluted him, and with a wide grin replied, "Yes, Sir." The test was given
to all who came for it. No one ever knew who composed the test. The shop-boss
job went to the man who scored 100%.
There was no longer any argument about who was boss. For my high marks
2

Answers in Technical Notes on page 31.
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I was promoted to First Class Electrician, and shop foreman. And six months
later, "Chief! "

1944

A Minor Problem---But Critical

Pacific

On Espiritu Santo in 1944. The tropical weather was far from ideal, and
the humidity was awful-very bad for us who had long hair. Then I was called
to the rescue: I had no control over the weather, but I could help the barber. He
was unable to cut hair, but neither could I. The problem? His electric clipper .
would not run, it had not worked for two months. He had ordered a new one
from home, but it began to look like the war might end before it would arrive.
I took the clipper to the shop and found a very fine hair-thin broken wire on the
armature. Fortunately, I had my long-ago gold prospector's magnifying glass with
me, and with it I was able to see the broken wire. With our soldering iron and
another piece of fine wire, I was able to fix the problem, and made myself the
hero of the day. For my talents, grateful patrons rewarded me with several cans
of beer!

1945

Goodies Like Mom's

On Santo Island

Another very rewarding job we did was to manufacture a large doughnut
cooker. I designed the electric .heating elements, and the machine shop welder
fabricated the large pan from stainless steel. This was a cooperative effort by
several clever technicians, and our dedication to palate stimulation was appreciated
by all our comrades! And of course, our bakers did themselves proud.

1946

Know What You Do

Delaware

My first job, after returning from the Pacific War.
I had answered an advertisement and got the job as Chief Electrician, though
it turned out to be a jack of all trades, a mishmash of electrician, welder,
mechanic, and handy man-all good experience.
It was a fish-oil processing plant in Lewes, Delaware. It was the offseason, but the time for maintenance. I rebuilt a burned-out power distribution
switchboard. Then I was asked to make up a list of all motors and the machines
they powered.
7
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The firm had power problems. The local municipal diesel-electric power
plant, from which they got their electricity, was too small to give the firm enough
to operate everything at the same time. So, while one section was operating, the
other half had to shut down. I made a circuitry layout drawing with all the
motors, cable sizes, machinery, and the primary transformer station.
Now I was able to show the. manager his power problem. They had a total
of 1050 horse-power in m9tors, and only a 600 KVA three-phase transformer. 3
And this meant that the incoming transformer capacity was too small even if local
power had been sufficient, which it was not.
The plant operated a menhaden fish processing operation-producing fish-oil
and using the residue as fertilizer. One section handled the unloading dock and
cooking-press room. The other section processed the drying and grinding of the
scrap fish. So, while the unloading from vessels and cooking-pressing was done,
the scrap drying had to wait.
At my recommendation, management purchased and installed three mediumsized diesel-electric generators. Plant load was then split roughly in half, such that
the transformer station carried half the load and the diesel units carried the other
half. My power map made the problem easy to understand and correct. My wartime navy experience helped greatly in all this work .
. After getting this firm all ready for the next operating season, I departed for
another challenge elsewhere.

1947

Know-How Is the Key

New .Jersey

I went to work as maintenance electrician for a large printing firm in 1947.
Their problems were many and challenging. There was the time when a large
direct current motor, on a printing press, had been taken to our shop for bearing
· replacement and cleanup. The winding was washed, spray painted, and baked.
The motor was remounted and given a trial spin on power, but there was trouble. _
Severe arcing on the armature's commutator at points of contact with the carbon
brushes showed up as ring fire. The shop's technicians came to the rescue but
could not solve the problem.
The press was needed, so the motor had to run, bad as the bum was.
Eventually the firm decided the motor was incapable of being repaired, and an
order was placed for a new one. At that time I was on the late shift, so was told
to polish the burned commutator every evening in order to keep the press running

3

It is general practice to allot one KVA transfonner capacity for each horse-power for
motors.
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on the morning shift.
After a number of polishing jobs I began to wonder what could be wrong
with a motor that the shop "experts" said was incapable of being repaired. At my
home I studied my motor-repair books, and learned a few things. I taped a small
magnetic compass to the end of a wooden stick, brought it to work with me, and
gave the idle press motor a power spin.
Then I used my compass to read the magnetic polarity at the pole tips. This
particular motor had an interpole, or commutating pole, between the main poles.
My reference book study told me what the polarity of the interpole should be, and
the compass test toid me the pole had the wrong polarity. In other words, the
commutating field had its leads reversed, and this was the cause for the ring fire.
I made the changes, and the motor's problems were solved. The chief
, electrician and the shop experts were dumfounded. There were some red faces
around-and my efforts were hardly appreciated. Sorry about that, fellows!

1947

They Refused to Let Me Fix the Problem

N. J.

Perhaps I should say, "They would not listen to me!"
The printing firm had many large and small presses, both alternating ·
current and direct current drives. They had installed two large motor-generator
(m.g.) sets for supplying the d.c. press-drive motors. But problems soon
developed at the parallel outputs of the generators. As long as the total load was
below the maximum, everything was satisfactory, but when all d.c_. drives were
connected, one m.g. set overloaded while its mate shirked its ioad. The
overloaded unit of course tripped off, and the slack unit was forced to pie~ up all
the load, and it being now overloaded, it .too dumped the load.
To solve this problem, management first tried rotating the various presses,
but this causes a loss of production. So they decided to purchase a large rotary
converter, which then supplied all the direct current needed. The two m.g. sets
were left standing idle . .
When the firm hired me as electrician I began to wonder, why the idle
generators? In electrical school I had learned what to do in such a situation. I
studied my reference books, made a schematic drawing of the m.g. circuits, and
did some calculating. I was willing to advise the shop how to correct the problem,
and have the two sets ready to carry the load just in case the rotary converter
became disabled-we did have problems with it at times. But I was ignored.
The installation people had made a mistake, or perhaps proper engineering
advice was not given. A circuit drawing would have shown the error. For
parallel operation, the d.c. g·enerator series fields must have exactly the same
9
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length of cables between their series fields and their switches at the negative bus.
But in this installation one of the two units was farther away from the switch
board, and this meant uneven lengths of the concerned cables, resulting in different
resistance values. This prevented the equalizer bus on the switchboard from
forcing both generators to carry equal loads.
The solution would have been to make both cables the same length.
Spending $20,000 for a rotary converter when $100 for a longer cable would have
done _the job, did not make -good sense to me! But if people don't know, who is
to blame?

1949

Think the Problem Through

New Jersey

With the printing company, the double-decker huge printing press with
many motors and dozens of control relays was due for the startup. It had been a
l(?ng time in the erection stage. The concrete base had sagged from the weight of
all the steel. Sections had to be raised and leveled with shims. Thirteen miles of
wires ·had been put into the many long wire ducts. The wiring crew had spent
many long hours of overtime on the job. But at long last Press 530 was supposed
to begin the test run.
The manufacturer's engineers were present for the occasion, everything
mechanical was in order-but the· electrical controls were inoperative. Our
installation crew and the engineer did trouble-shooting for several days, but to no
avail.
Finally I was requested to step in and help. I had previously begun to put
together some circuitry drawings for myself, and had ideas of where the faults
might be. All our men were dead tired and had to go home for some rest. The
factory engineer had been at it all day, when I arrived for my night shift. By three
in the morning the man was so tired and worn out he just sat down and gave up.
He went to his lodging place and left me to- struggle on alone.
With all the others gone, I had a quiet time for analyzing and testing. Well,
by eight the next morning I had finally found the culprit-some crossed wires in
the 13 miles of wiring-and was able to advise the on-coming crew how to correct
the problem. That engineer was happy as he thanked me for my help!

1949

Minor Problems Can be Hard to Find

N. J.

With the printing company. The shop experts had been hunting for the
culprit on and off for months. The press had to run 24 hours per day; we had
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol29/iss2/5
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·been doing the World Almanac. The motor control was an old one but still
performed good-except for "once in a while", maybe every hour!
The press would halt. If another nearby press were to start, its _motor would
momentarily draw a heavy starting current, and this would cause a sudden drop
in line voltage. And this voltage drop would cause the control of the Almanac
. press to drop off and halt the press-of course it could be restarted, until the next
interruption. Electricians were frequently called to research the problem, but all
said they could locate no reason for the stoppage. Then I was called to the rescue!
Several times I could detect no reason for the stop; I had checked the control and
wtnng.
But one time I happened to hear a loud humming noise in the control cabinet
as the motor was running. When the press was down for a few hours, I went over
the control thoroughly. Coming to the main contactor, I suddenly saw that the
shading band had a crack in it-in fact it ·had separated. The repair was easy; I
made a -new band and installed it. The problem had been solved! This band was
located on the magnetic iron coil support, and was partly hidden by the contactor's
·
operating coil. 4

1955

Chief Electricians Sometimes
Don't Sleep Well

Florida

The Florida phosphate smelting furnace, powered through a 27,000 KVA
bank of six huge transformers, had experienced trouble on its 13,000 volt oil
circuit breaker control. Secondary voltages· for the 18-foot high and 40-inch
diameter carbon-graphite electrodes could be adjusted over a range of 400 to 580
volts; thus varying the amperes from 20 to 40 thousand amps, depending on
furnace load demand. Manual tap changers were on each of the upper three
transformers, and these had to be adjusted when a load change was contemplated.
At such times the power had to be off, and the control circ~it locked out.
There was the time when taps were being reset, and suddenly an immense
flash filled the transformer vault. The man doing the tap changing barely escaped
with his life. A nervous chief electrician had been checking control circuitry for

4

Many electricians have no knowledge about a shading band---that it produces an out of
phase delayed magnetic field to keep the core steel magnetized as the alternating current is
going through its zero point on the single-phase sine curve: the shading coil, or band, one
loop of closed copper inserted into a slot cut into the face of the magnet steel on which the
operator coil is placed---if broken the magnetism in the steel is weakened, especially on a
momentary voltage drop, and the magnetically held contactor drops out and stops the motor!
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days previously, but could find no fault. On learning that the tap changing man
came near death, the chief fled the plant and never returned.
I was hired for the chiefs job. As one of my first tasks, I researched the
control circuits, made corrections, and all was shipshape! The old oil circuit
breaker was in need of repairs, so we contacted Allis Chalmers. Their design
engineers told us of a recent new type of air circuit breaker they had built and
perfected. They wanted to prove it on a load such as ours, and we agreed. The
unit came and we installed it on our 13-thousand volt furnace power line and
watched it for several weeks. But late one evening, at home five miles away, I
was notified of power failure in the plant-that the circuit breaker was on fire.
I looked out of my window and saw smoke in the sky. I rushed over, -connected
the standby breaker into the system, and the plant was in operation again. Allis
Chalmers assured us that their new circuit breaker was still the one we needed.
They sent us a new one along with a supervising engineer to observe as we
installed and powered it. The man stayed with us for two weeks _a nd did numerous
tests with load recording and testing instruments; nothing appeared out of order.
The man went _back to Milwaukee, and about the time he got there this
circuit breaker exploded too! Allis Chalmers no longer insisted that their unit was
what we needed. They canceled all c~arges on both exploded breakers and gave
us a larger oil circuit breaker, the kjnd of unit I had originally suggested.
Large high-voltage oil circuit breakers have each pole, or set of line
contacts, in a separate steel cell surrounded by insulating oil. Air circuit breakers
have barrier shields between the poles, but only the air between them as arc-jumpover barriers. And on 13-thousand volts across the lines, insulating air alone was
hardly enough protection, especially in Florida's high humidity.
Costly mistakes are made on all levels, be they done by engineers or by
mechanics-by generals or buck privates!
Many mistakes cost human lives, and griefs to those left behind!

1955

Take the Time to Think
the Problem Through

Florida

The chemical plant always had problems with the huge kiln exhaust fan.
Management didn't know how to solve it, so just decided to live with it. The
phosphate nodule kiln had a large exhaust suction fan at the far end for the
elimination of exhaust fumes, and to suck in fresh air at the feed end for the
combustion burners. When the long rotating barrel was at standstill, the fan had
to be shut off too. Then at startup of the kiln the fan also had to start; and in so
doing, the immense amount of current drawn by the motor would cause a

12
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momentary voltage drop which affected other motors running in the plant; they
came to a halt, and production came to a stop. People had to dash around to
restart everything!
After my arrival ·in 1955 it didn't take me long to solve the problem. I
purchased a large resistor bank and another three-phase motor starting contactor,
connected the resistor such that the motor starting current had to pass through it;
then with a timing device the second starter would come on, and with proper
circuitry, bypass the resistor after the motor had come up to near full speed. This
permitted the fan to be started without the high starting-current surge, and allowed
it to come on line without interrupting all the other motors in the operation.

' 1956

Engineers Also Make Mistakes
and Bad Guesses

Florida

At the chemical plant in Florida, we had installed three 500 KV A
transformers in place of a smaller capacity station. General Electric had supplied
the materials and tapes to be used for building the stress cones on the 12,000-volt
cables at the ends where they had to he connected to the transformer bushings.
The first application was done by a contractor, but within ·two weeks they
exploded, and our plant was off production. Tampa G .E. supplied a new set of
technical materials, and with G.E. guidance I supervised the installation with my
crew. Within ten days these exploded too, and the plant was out of business a
second time. I notified G.E. engineering of this second failure.· They advised me
to connect the cables without stress cones. The following year G.E. 's annual
procedural brochure to industry no longer made reference to stress cones!
Apparently some one had guessed wrong.
For non-technical readers: Stress cones are "cones" made of special
insulating compounds and are wrapped around the ends of power cables. High
voltage cables have intense electric fields circulating around them. Such magnetic
stresses, under ~ertain electric load conditions, tend to do great damage to cable
insulation. G .E. 's cones were supposed to concentrate these stresses to the outer
fringes and radiate them: into the· atmosphere without damage to cable insulation.
On our particular· installation, the cable endings on the transformer high
voltage terminals were close together. The resulting stresses between the bushings
caused arc-overs, tripping the high voltage circuit breaker in the transformer
control cubicle, and in both failures the circuit breaker was damaged too!
. The problem of stress on our cables was solved---! stripped off the insulation
around the wires for twelve inches back!

13
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1957

Jury Duty

Florida

It could be interesting! I had to go to the Court in St. Petersburg,
Florida, but I had no idea what the case might be about. All veniremen were
seated, and the attorney in charge of the opening gave a brief statement about the
case.
An electrical lineman was suing the power company for several million
dollars . He had been sent to climb the steel tower to replace a faulty insulator on
a 13;2 kilo-volt distribution high-line. The power · was still on without his
knowledge; he came in contact with the line. The result? His arm burned off
above the elbow. As I looked at him, sitting ahead of us, I noticed that apparently
all the rest of his arm had been amputated at his shoulder.
Th~ jury selection proceeded. About half way through, my tum came to be
interviewed. The power company's attorney asked me what my job was, and who
I worked for, and did I know any power company officials?
. I replied that I was the chief electrician for a chemical plant; yes, I knew the
power company's president, that my firm purchased its power from that power
company.
That was the end-as far as I was permitted to speak. The plaintiffs
attorney promptly asked for my removal. The judge agreed, and I was escorted
out of the court room.
And why was I disqualified? Perhaps because I was in a position to advise
fellow jurors-that the electrician had violated the first rule of safety in electrical
work; that the man should have checked to see that the disconnect switch on the
line was open, that the grounding chain was across the de-energized wires, that the
lock was on the open switch-and that he had the key to that lock snapped on his
work belt!
The man had made a mistake, he was careless, he did not wear the required
safety sleeves on his arms.
Surely he was entitled to compensation-but two million dollars, for his own
carelessness?
The case was settled out of court. I never learned how much he received.
As I understand-No man goes on such a job alone. He had to have his
helper below on the ground. And where was the standby crew? Were all lax in
their responsibilities?
My mind had many questions about other angles of the case--none of which
were elaborated on during the opening briefing. The main point was to select a
sympathetic jury to compensate the plaintiff.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol29/iss2/5
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1958

Must Tragedy Happen Before Safety?

Montana

Two men were dead--electrocuted through carelessness!
This happened in our Montana plant in 1958. I was asked to design a safeguard system, to prevent a similar catastrophe in Florida. Our operation was the
same as theirs-a phosphate furnace plant where fumes and dust were sucked off
the top of the furnace box and down through a dust collector precipitator, to the
dust hopper at the ground level. The precipitator had numerous long metal rods,
or electrodes, hanging free from a metal grid at the top by several bushingselectrical insulators. These rods were served by a 100,000 volt cable from the high
voltage d.c. generator far below on the operating floor.
The high voltage bushings up in the cupola needed washing at least once per
day, otherwise the electric arc would bypass to ground across the bushings. The
power supply for the generator was on the operating floor, and the switch box was
equipped with lock and key. When the washing team had to do the job, first thing
was to take _the power off the system by opening the switch and locking it in the
off position-the key to be kept by the man doing the washing. The Montana
cleaning team was found dead-up in the cupola. The key was with them but
the power had not been cut offl
I designed a safety system with the assistance of a Connecticut lock
manufacturer's engineer, then had my mechanics install it. The climb up to the
cupola was up a steel stairway, and across this path we installed hinged gates at
three locations; all to be kept locked. The first lock was at the control box, and
this box had two locks in a common case. The master key was locked in a key
case with a padlock. The mechanic would unlock the case and remove the first
master key. (All keys and twin-key locks were numbered; none interchangeable.)
With this key he would tum the first lock to remove the captive key already
in position. This first key operation would also trip off the system power circuit
breaker and release the second key. With this key the men could unlock the next
gate higher up, and release the second captive key. With this second key they
would go up to the next gate and release the last captive key; and with this key
they were free to unlock the cupola door, go in and wash the bushings. Coming
down, they would do a reverse keying procedure, and finally at the bottom, unlock
the power switch and tum on the high voltage for the dust cleaning system.
Without the locked gates and keying procedure from the lowest level, entry
to the cupola could have been made from any upper level, hence the built-in
precautionary system. Full details were sent to the Montana Plant, to be built to
prevent another electrocution!
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1959

Problems: Electrical, Mechanical, People

Fla.

The Florida phosphate plant in 1959 had one of six (total 27,000 KVA)
furnace transformers bum out its windings. It had taken us 48 hours of hard work
to get it out and onto a trailer truck for transportation to a winding shop in Tampa.
I had to make numerous trips to Tampa to follow the procedure.
After an interval of weeks, it was returned to us for reinstallation. During
the huge task of dismantling the copper bus structure, I had marked each piece and
sketched where and how everything had to go for proper fit. The next two days
would be long and wearisome, but we had to get the plant back into production.
I had already spent 20 hours at work on a huge job which involved placing the
rebuilt transformer and repositioning the others, which had been moved out of the
way to get the blown one out and back in.
· I had guided a first crew in placing the first several bus bars in position, so
as to line up with the yoke connected to the 40-inch diameter electrodes. The
follow-up crew, with foreman, was due to continue the work. I was dead tired
and groggy from exertion, so went home for four hour's sleep. On returning to
the plant at sunrise, I found the relief crew struggling to replace the remaining bus
bars-but they did not fit. I nearly had a shock as I realized they had disregarded
my instruction, and had placed the buses wrong! Well, there was no other way
but to dismantle what they had done wrong, and start all over again. My four
hours's sleep cost an additional 24 hours' delay in restarting plant operations!

1959

People ~e Quick to Tell You
It Can't Be Done

Florida

In 1959, the Florida phosphate nodulizing kiln was due to have its
capacity increased, and the motor power output likewise, from 100 to 150 horse
power; to take care of the higher kiln speed.
We had the large drive motor rewound for the higher rating; the power
required by the motor had ·to come thro:ugh the existing four-speed control. But
this control did not have the circuitry nor the contactors to carry the needed
additional amperes. We asked the control manufacturer if they could advise us
regarding methods to adapt the present system. They stated it could not be
upgraded for the highe~ motor rating; but they quoted us the price of a larger
control, · and also the cost of a size 5 contactor for the higher motor rating.
My mind began to spin! I thought, "Why not purchase the size 5 for $1200,
and I will re-circuit the present control satisfactorily. I can save the firm the
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$17,000 the manufacturer quoted!" I drew schematic wiring diagrams of what I
had in mind, then included the size 5 contactor into the system. I used the
manufacturer's original wiring diagram as a guide, then superimposed my system
on theirs. I paralleled the lower speed contactors, and used the size 5 contactor
for the higher speed. We had to add extra timing devices and higher rating trip
. mechanisms, along with additional control wiring.
After thoroughly studying my diagram, we proceeded to rewire the control. 5
·The motor was mounted, all circuits connected, proper fuses installed, and the job
was a success! I never informed the control manufacturer what we had done-that
we did a conversion job they had considered impossible!

An Electrical Road Map
Makes the Job Easy

· 1962

New Jersey

When I was hired as chief electrician of the steel mill, I soon began a study
of the electrical circuitry. I found no power life lines drawings, so proceeded to
draw my own. Eventually I had a complete plant electrical road map, but I had
..
not informed management of my work.
Some months later I was introduced to a young man and told that he was an
electrical engineer sent in to make a study of the power network-for my benefit!
I took him to my shop desk and showed him my drawing. The young engineer
became highly agitated, and begged me not to tell management of my drawing-else they would have no use for him. I gave him no copy of mine!
I left him to make his own. He made up something for the office but I •
never got a copy of it. I'm certain that his was no equal to mine. One must be
a working electrician to make up an understandable working drawing!

1963

Another Stimulating Challenge

New Jersey

In 1963 the steel mill had installed a new five million dollar tube forming
and continuous welding mill-forming ribbon steel into sized tubular lengths. I
had done the electrical controls connection. We tried the machine first on small

5

For the knowledgeable technician: The rewound motor was a consequent pole type
with synchronous speeds of 450, 900, 1800, and 3600 r.p.m. We had to force air-cool it to
dispel the additional heat. The kiln speed was increased through transmission gear ratio
changes. Henc~ the increased horse power of the motor.
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diameter tubes, and it performed perfectly.
After some days we went to the five-inch diameter tubes, but the tandem
d.c. motors failed to carry the load as the ribbon of steel was driven into the
forming jaws and the welding operation. Ammeters on both motors showed an.
increase on one motor, but a decrease on the other. The over-load trips on the
highly loaded motor would stop the operation. I had started to troubleshoot the
problem, but the superintendent told me to keep my hands off it, that the machine
was still under warranty. So the job had to wait several days until a factory
.engmeer came.
I could have solved the mystery shortly-but wait I did. Since the control
had become familiar, I was able to guide the engineer all the way through. We
ended at the motors and finally pinned the trouble to a motor manufacturer's error.
We found a reverse connection on the winding of the faulty motor, and worked
together to remove the motor and change the wrong connection.
Both motors were of the compound type, each had two windings on each
pole. Normally"both would have the same polarity, and complemented each other,
but when one winding is reversed the pole's magnetic strength is weakened.
Oh well, mistakes happen, and an inspector did not detect it!

1964

Mathematics Helps
To Get a Job Done

New Jersey

At the steel mill in 1964. The mill was making stainless steel tubes for
nuclear power plants in various areas, including overseas. Power plants had
specified how the many tubes had to be manufactured. We had to purchase a high
frequency generator to supply the current for the tube-heating coils.
As tubes came through the forming jaws and the continuous welding
operation, they had to be inductively heated and then passed through sprays of ice
water for annealing. Proper heating and cooling had to do with removing all
strains of bending, shaping, and welding the tubes. The manufacturer of the high
frequency equipment had sent us a number of different sized coils, and these were
mounted on the forming ·machine so that the tubes had to pass through them. ·
We tried each coil, one at a time. Some produced too much heat and ruined
the tube. Some produced insufficient heat, and this also ruined it. Some had the
coils too far apart, and some had the coil turns too close together; all were of bare
copper tubing. I volunteered to make a coil to suit the job. I happened to have
engineering guidelines in my electrical engineering manuals, with the mathematics
necessary for a job like this. So I had the mechanical shop make a coil according
to my specifications.
18
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We installed it, a first tube went through the coil, then on through the final
pass of the X-ray flaw scanning. Success! Management was very pleased with
my efforts.

. 1964

Once More I Came to the Rescue

New Jersey

A very interesting circuitry problem came my way at the tube mill in 1964.
An immense amount of water was needed for the three boilers in the power house,
and for cooling the tubes coming through the forming and welding operations, and
also for cooling the automatic travelling power saws that cut the tubes into
measured lengths.
~unicipal water was expensive, and was to be used only as a last resort.
There were two wells for ordinary use, but the area water table fluctuated
considerably throughout the year. The older well supplied the plant at first, but
the second well had also to be used as a booster. Whenever the two pumps failed
to supply an adequate flow, it was necessary for maintenance people to open the
municipal water line valve, to make up for the shortage of flow. And if the well
pumps failed to provide, it became necessary to shut off the pumps and their
.
valves. All this manual procedure required time and attention.
I was asked to try to make the system automatic such that without human
help the system could supply the needed water. I made up a piping and flow
system diagram, with electrically operated valves, and with an indicating and alarm
system to the mainte~ance office to indicate at all times what was running, which
valves were open or closed, and whether the water flow was coming from well #1,
well #2, the municipal pipes, or a combination of the three.
I enjoyed challenges such as this. A part of this system was installed, but
other more urgent_problems came along. It may have gotten completed after my
departure a few months later.

1965-69

New Jersey

Of all my electrical jobs, the most challenging one was building a power
generating station with young men who had never done any work. They had been
sent to us (at a Federal Job Corps Center in central New Jersey) to get them
off the city streets, major cities from coast to coast, where they had been rioting
and burning. They had, nearly all of them, been in trouble; some from jails.
Those were years of bloody hell.
Kilmer Job Corps had many training programs, and mine was the "Electrical
19
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Construction." The Center management thought I might be able to train them to
where they could become helpers in residential wiring.
I was ridiculed and laughed at when I informed the program directors that
we could do much better. But finally some one, who knew my work record as a
trainer in industry, convinced Job Corps to let me have my way. I ordered much
equipment, some from surplus Army-Navy warehouses. It was amazing how
ambitious many of our students became.
At first my instructors and I introduced them to the mysteries of electricity;
·they learned basic circuits by wiring on construction boards. Next we organized
them into teams of constructors-setting up and placing motors, controls, lighting,
all as per floor plans and wiring diagrams I had drawn.
We had alternating and direct current equipment, and finally a large 17,280
watt lamp bank of 288 sixty-watt lamps which the youths had built! We built a
power generating system, producing alternating and direct current. We powered
motors, both a.c. and d.c., and we had a diesel-electric generating unit feeding
power into our switch board. We trained a group to build it, then dismantled itand graduated trained technicians who were capable of entering a work force as
trained electrician's helpers.
Then we commenced all over again-with a new group. In our nearly five
years of training we had rebuilt our power system 14 times. Many of our
graduates went into excellent jobs, the kind of start I never had in my younger
years!
Engineers, teachers, prison wardens, and industrial executives from far and
wide came to observe and appreciate what we were achieving with fellows that
were previously in trouble, and were headed for prison. We brought them ·back
to solid ground, to challenging jobs!
The experience was a great uplift for me too; building people up is the
greatest achievement of all!

1970-71

Sumatra Training

Indonesia

Another very.gratifying job for me was training young men in Indonesia to
become electrical technicians in the oil-producing fields of Sumatra. Standard Oil
Company had engaged me as electrical instructor. The young men had a
knowledge of the English language, and this made it easy for me.
Here, as at Kilmer, I began with the basics of electricity, and my Indonesian
colleagues taught them the related academics, the necessary adjunct, for a rounded
career as electricians.
I taught them electrical schematics and wiring diagrams, conduit and wire
21
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sizes, and the use of electrical instruments. We set up a shop ~ourse similar to
Kilmer, except on a smaller scale. At all times my trainees did the ·work of setting
up the training area.
We constructed an area in the shop where they learned wiring and the
operation of motors and controls. I also gave additional training in the· large
diesel-electric power house; the operation of the engines, the switch board, voltage
generation, transformer operation, and all related equipment. Then we performed
service work in the oil pumping field.
And now, twenty .years later, I received a very heart-warming letter from
a colleague, telling how well my fellows are doing!

1970

Jakarta Power Distribution System

Indonesia

While training Indonesians the electrical trade, the oil company's head
office invited me to come to Jakarta to investigate the reason for the city's low
voltage in the American employees' homes.
I spent a week checking the voltages at many houses--yes, the voltage wa~
low throughout the area, very low even at midday. People were unable to run
their air conditioners off the municipal power, although some had small gasolinemotor driven portable generators which supplied them with air conditioning. At
night the voltage from the city's area distribution center was so low even the lights
barely glowed.
My inspection showed lines too small, too many customers on one line, and
in many places poorly made wire splices.
My driver took me to the city's electrical office, and I explained to their
engineer what I had found. I told him what they needed to do to improve the
system; that, instead of running one set of feed lines to an area, they s~ould install
a network system. But the man failed to understand what I was talking about--and
besides, they had no money for any improvements.
I had to give up any further efforts. The city's power system had been
installed many years ago by the then colony masters, the Dutch government, and
since that time the independent nation of Indonesia had to struggle along trying to
make out as best as possible with what was at hand!
Indonesia was a rewarding experience for me too.
.

.
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1972

A Hair-Raising Experience
Even for an Expert

The Pacific

On the Kwajalein Island Missile Range I saved a multi-million dollar
missile shot! The situation was tense, as always, when an ICBM missile was due
to leave Vandenburg launch pad 5000 miles away in California.
"Kwaj" was the target for the missile, and the power house was the source
of power for the many radar installations around the lagoon; and for the huge
building with six-foot thick concrete walls. It was inside this fortress that the
nerve centers converged. I was never allowed inside to see what was going on.
My work was in the power house, keeping the nine alternators functioning.
There were nine diesel engines of 2500 h.p. each; driving nine 1500 KV A
generators, and the electrical power was at 5000 volts. The power going into the
sky was enormous!
Whenever a missile was due for departure from California, it was necessary
to have at least seven generators producing power. Not all that much power was
needed, but with multiple units running and interlocked electrically, it provided
voltage and frequency stability. At launch time the Kwaj interceptor rockets had
to be in readiness, and synchronized such that the California shot and local
interceptors were set to meet electronically in the sky overhead. All signals from
the California shot and from interceptors were monitored in the huge block house.
The "shot" was due to leave California in ·a matter of minutes, only my
partner "Murph" and I, with the switch board operator and the power superintendent, were allowed in the power house. All the other electricians and mechanics
had to be in the concrete bunker for safety. Interceptors sometime exploded and
scattered overhead!
Orders had always been, "Don't touch a thing on the power system as a shot
is coming through." But I made a quick trip through the long switch board to
have a look at all the controls. Suddenly I saw a fire on a most critical control
relay, with arcing contacts and magnet coil aflame!
I called the superintendent and.yelled, "The shot will never make it." I told
him the relay would bum off in less than the 20 minutes it takes a missile to get
there from the west coast. We would lose power- on the switchboard, and in tum
drop the power on the radar guidance system in the control room and the controls
for the interceptor rockets that were to go up from the base. The power boss
screamed back, "What can we do?" My reply: "Orders are to touch nothing, but
you can contact the top range boss in New Jersey and I will explain the problem."
This he did via satellite telephone. I explained to the range chief the
problem, and asked permission to make repairs without disturbing the power
system-that I would work from a wooden ladder wearing high-voltage gloves and
23
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do the delicate job of holding the relay on power, while placing a jumper wire
·
around the faulted relay and contact. Permission was granted.
Murph stood at the foot of the ladder and passed me each tool as I called it.
The shot came tltrough a few minutes later-a success! I came off that ladder wet
with perspiration from head to foot, and a near nervous wreck-I rode that missile
every mile!

1972

Troubles at Critical Tiines

Pacific

An ICBM missile shot was due to come down the range from California
within two or three days. During "shot" times it was usually required for all
generators to be on the line. Voltages and frequencies were most stable when
seven to nine alternators were connected to the switchboard.
We had troubles at this time-one diesel generator was o~t of service for
engine overhaul. Another generator would not produce any _voltage. Murph and
I were put on the job to get this unit going.
The Meck Island generator system was an entirely new experience for me.
·Each alternator had its field voltage supplied by a static exciter, instead of the
common revolving armature type of generator. Experienced as I was with power
generation systems, I had never encountered static exciters.
Our office had no clear description of how the "statics" functioned, and we
had no circuitry drawings from which to gain knowledge. I knew each unit was
equipped with diodes which rectified the alternating-current from the stator to
direct-current for exciting the alternator's revolving d.c. field. In diagnosing the
circuits we found a.c. at the inputs to the diodes, but no d.c. at the output for the
field circuit. 6 Working into a double shift that day, we thought it best to replace
all the fourteen diodes. Our guesses.were correct. The power came on, and the
missile came through a day later. Expensive as the diodes were, we took no chances by replacing them all. Following that experience, I made up a complete
drawing on the circuitry _of the generator.

1972

Pacific Missile Test Range

Micronesia

The following happened on Meck Island in the power house:

6

The knowledgeable reader should understand that we had field-flashing circuitry from
a battery bank to activate the stator a.c. output for the field circuit for test purposes.
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First Class Electrician Jones (not his real name) had been sent to make
repairs on a system fault. A 120 volt direct-current relay had a burned out
operating coil. Jones took it to the supply clerk and asked for a new identical
relay. The clerk had no relay of that size, but showed him an a.c. relay of the
·
same dimension and voltage.
Both men "guessed" that the a.c. relay would serve the purpose. Jones
installed it and turned on the d.c. power. The relay coil promptly smoked and
exploded.
It had been my "off" day, so the following day Jones asked me why the
relay had burned out. I explained that the d.c. and a.c. coils are not the samethat the a.c. coil had fewer turns of wire on it, and that there was something called
"impedance" involved.
I tried explaining that the d.c. coil has many turns of small wire, giving a
high ohmic resistance, but that the a.c. coil has fewer turns and low ohmic
resistance. But "first class" electrician Jones didn't know anything about Ohm's
Law or power relations, nor about impedance in a.c. circuits. It was not possible
for me to make him understand why the two coils are not interchangeable, voltagew1se.
Jones had been hired in the States as a first class.electrician and sent out to
a job in the power house, based on his having completed the electrical union's
apprenticeship training program, since he could show a certificate as an electrical
craftsman.
How many "dumb bu~es" are there in industry who don't understand their
jobs, but still get the "top dollar" pay?
The relay problem was solved when the supply clerk phoned the main supply
depot on Kwajalein, and the proper relay was promptly dispatched to Meck Island
by helicopter.
Phantom impedance??? Jones was lost! It would have taken an eternity
to educate Jones, and all the others .... .7

1976

A Problem of Burned-Out Motors

N.C.

I had been hired as electrical instructor and engineering consultant by a
textile firm in North Carolina. As an instructor I also aided in diagnosing
various power problems. In one area they were modernizing and increasing loads
and speeds of motor drives.
Management had consulted with General Electric motor people·, and were
1

See n,.e Math Problem -

Ohm's Law, in Technical Notes, page 35.
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informed of a new type of motor just for drives the company had ii;i mind. There
had been a problem with the original drives--applying full voltage on the motors
caused the rapid start to sometimes break the threads of cotton.
G.E. had developed and built what they called a "soft-start" motor. Their
engineers had designed a double, or parallel, winding. And the load was to be
soft-started on one winding, with both windings then carrying the load after
machine full-speed was reached.
Twenty motors were purchased for twenty spinners. No sooner were these
installed and powered, than they burned out their windings. G .E. sent in more
motors, while insisting these were what the machines required. After a number
of bum-outs and replacements, I began my own investigation. I found that usually
one of the dual windings burned out because of excessive starting torque load; and
since both windings together had been designed for the machine's full load,
naturally one winding at start had to absorb the total load.
I explained the problem to management, and they in tum notified General
Electric. But G.E. Engineering insisted they were right. After another round of
new motors and bum-outs, G.E. finally sent four engineers to investigate. After
arguments with me, and after I drew diagrams of the windings, they were
convinced of their firm's error. G.E. sent us single-winding motors and starting
voltage-drop controllers. The problem was solved!

1976

Another Brain Teaser

North Carolina

With the textile mill. The installation had been done years before I arrived
on the job, by a contractor. The sewage-sludge treatment plant had three aerator
pumps, for forcing air through the sludge in the pond; to aid in purification before
discharging into the river. _Two pumps were driven by 75 h.p. motors, and the
third by a 40 h.p. The motors were supplied by three 100-KVA Westinghouse
transformers on 2400/480 volts, with the motors operating on the 480 volt output.
Theoretically, the 300-KVA transformer capacity was adequate for motors
totaling 190 horse power. But trouble came when all three pumps were put on
power. One of the large motors would trip on overload. In reading the voltages
on the lines, without load, I found all phases equal. But on full load the load line
voltages were unbalanced. The operating people settled for using at one time
either the two large motors (150 h.p. total) or for one large and the small one (115
h.p.)
I decided to research the problem, first by switching the incoming 2400 volt
lines, then the secondaries of 480 volts. Checking the data plates on the
transformers, I found all data· similar, and the percent impedances were also exact.
26
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I then disconnected all loads, but left the primary side on power. With an
ammeter, I checked all primary wires between the transformers. I discovered a
6-ampere cross-current in the Delta connection. My electrical know-how told me
that such a cross current should not be if everything was normal.
I called a Westinghouse transformer engineer in Atlanta. He told me that
probably one of the transformers had been rebuilt by an outside winding shop, and
someone had not checked the impedance per cent against the name plate marking,
or had failed to stamp the new impedance on the plate.
In other words, failure to have matching impedances caused the resulting
unbalanced voltages to over-load one line and forced the motor trip-elements to
stop one motor.
The solution would have been to rewind the transformers to produce
matching impedances. Management decided to operate with only two motors! It
was an interesting problem for me.

1978

Electricity---Beware of its Dangers
(My Last Job)

N.C.

I have seen the destructive power of electricity, first hand, several times at
various localities. One of the most devastating was in one .of the textile
company's other mills. I had done circuit analysis there, along with training
electricians.
A very serious situation came to my attention. I had warned management
of an impending catastrophe, but repeatedly had been ignored. Long ago someone
had installed the power distribution center for the mill, but had failed to add
incoming power circuit protection. While I was there, a short-circuit in the
switching center caused enormous damage, all because of the lack of protective
fuses on the incoming power lines. The 5000 KV A transformer station in the yard
unloaded its full potential into the switching center, and caused disintegration and
melt-down of everything in the power vault. The plant was dead, and the
rebuilding cost extremely high!
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The field of electrical technology is vast. Some problems
are enormous, and the hard labor at times can be strenuous. But the challenge is in working with something we
cannot see---a great and mysterious force of nature!
Always we must remember

SAFETY---FIRST, LAST, AND ALWAYS!

*

For a review of the author's book, One Small lifeti,me, see page 47.
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PART

TWO

TECHNICAL NOTES

Brief statements (plus a few more detailed
explanations) on the technical knowledge
needed to solve problems encountered on
the jobs discussed in this journal
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Technical Notes
Brief statements (plus a few more detailed explanations) on the technical
knowledge needed to solve problems encountered on the jobs discussed in this
journaL

Perseverance Pays (pg.

2) Knowing that this problem was in the "holding"

circuit. (The problem fixed itself-through luck.)

Curiosity Costs Me My Job (pg.

3) As a plant motor tester at that time,

I had tested that motor about a month before, and had found it in perfect
condition. But the chief tried to discredit me by proving that I was incompetent.
He tested the motor by lifting the carbon brushes off the rings, and in so doing,
he assumed the rings were isolated from the motor circuits. He failed to
understand that the rotor windings were still connected to the rings--he_had to get

a meter reading between the rings!
I quit that job-not that the chief had forced me out, but that the war-time
draft board had already sent me an induction notice.

On Espiritu Santo Island (pg.

3) Before connecting our d.c. lighting plant

to the field circuit of the alternator, I had to check the ampere requirement of the
field circuit against the maximum output of the plant. My examination of the data
plates on both field-circuit and lighting plant showed that the voltages and the
amperes were compatible, without overloading the lighting plant. (Caution: we
had no field discharge protection!)

Help for the Marines (pg.

4) This problem involved knowing the difference

between single-phase and three-phase a.c. power; and knowing that single-phase .

per se could not produce a rotating magnetic field in the 3-phase a.c. motor statorwinding.

The Army Needs Help Again (pg.

5) This required specialized knowledge

as given the author in trade school while winding an armature in class. (See box

next page.)

Mutiny on Saintly Spirit Island

(pg. 6) The author had the advantage of

training in a technical school. The others had all learned the trade as apprentices
on the job.
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The Army Needs Help Again -

An Explanation of the Problem

(See page 5)

What went wrong? The Army's electricians made the mistake of sending only
the armature. Had they sent the complete exciter generator (a small unit), the
rewinding shop would have had to solve the problem.
What did I do right? I reversed the current flow through the shunt field winding,
to complement the residual magnetism in the pole pieces.

Why? The armature winder had not observed how the original winding had been
placed in the armature slots. He made the mistake of winding the armature in
retrogressive instead of progressive.
A retrogressive winding changes the direction of current flow, resulting in
reverse polarity. And reverse current from the armature into the field pole
winding would cancel the effects of the pole's residual magnetism-leaving the
armature spinning in a magnetic void.
I did not tell the Colonel that the armature winder, a Navy man not of my
unit, had made a mistake. But had the Army sent the .complete unit, the winder
would instantly have recognized his error and simply interchanged the two field
wires!
Oh no, I di.dn 't tell the Colonel! (Navy men don't make mistakes for the
Anny to gloat over.)
· The armature had burned out because the Army electrician didn't know that
the carbon brushes, riding on the commutator, needed to be frequently checked,
to see if they were wearing down or getting stuck in the brush holders, which
could be the cause of the ring-fire and could result in burnout of the armature
-winding.
After a month of frustrations, the Colonel was in an ugly mood. Therefore
I did not go into further explanations, which might have ended in more troubles
for an already perplexed .electrician.
When the electrician explained, in the office, what did and did not happen,
I -already sensed what .was to be done. But if I had said, in the Colonel's
presence, "Switch the field wires and your problem is solved," the Colonel would
surely have blown his fuses!
I could have told the Colonel that it was his fault because he failed to notify
the winding shop promptly!
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A Minor Problem-But ·c ritical (pg.

7) This involved kno~ledge of an

armature, the windings, and how to make connections to the commutator barsand close observation!

Goodies Like Mom's (pg. 7) The author had to locate nichrome wire and
calculate the amount required for producing the needed heat, and to wind the coils.
Others did the mounting and fastening with insulators. The pan fabricator was a
clever welder.

Know What You Do (pg. 7) This job involved analyzing plant circuits and
the layout of machinery in the various buildings; then the recircuiting in proper
sequence for smooth flow of the process.

Know-How Is the Key (pg.

8) This fault was the result of the man who

disconnected the motor winding, without marking the leads for reassembiy-and
also the failure to understand the purpose of the interpole, or commutating field!

They Refused to Let Me Fix the Problem (pg.

9) This was simply not

understanding generator circuitry, which was not taught in ·apprentice training
· programs. The author had learned it on installed equipment in technical school.

Think the Problem Through (pg. 10) The wiring crew had failed to pay
close attention to the available circuitry prints, and to then do systematic troubleshooting.

Minor Problems Can Be Hard to Find (pg. 10)

This involved
knowledge not possessed by poorly trained technical people. (See the footnote.)

Chief Electricians Sometimes Don't Sleep Well (pg. 11) The former
chief electrician (whom I never met) lacked the ability to do systematic circuitry
analysis. Yes-·many sleepless nights for me!

Take the Time to Think the Problem Through (pg. 12) This problem
was due to management's failure to obtain assistance from a motor manufacturer's
engineering department.

Engineers Also Make Mistakes and Bad Guesses (pg. 13) G.E.'s
engineers apparently had failed to make sufficient tests before marketing their
product.
32
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Must Tragedy Happen Before Safety?

(pg. 15) This electrocution was

due to inattention and lack of job concentration. The safety circuitry on the
author's part was developed step-by-step, and rechecked by the lock manufacturer;
all from drawings made by the author.

Problems: Electrical, Mechanical, People (pg.

16) This was strictly the
result of not paying close attention to the author's written and . diagrammed
instructions.

People Are Quick to Tell You It Can't Be Done (pg.

16) The
manufacturer apparently didn't bother to give any hint as to how the control might
have been recircuited. The main thought was "Sales".

An Electrical Road Map Makes the Job Easy (pg.

17) This drives
home the point the author learned in many industrial plants-that· without an
electrical road map or main feeder line diagram, emergency problems can lead to ·
confusion and consternation.

Another Stimulating Challenge (pg. 17) This was a failure of an inspector
to pay attention to his job, and resulted in the expense of bringing an engineer
from a distant state to investigate the error.

~athematics Helps to Get a Job Done (pg. 18) How very true!
Once More I Came to the Rescue (pg. 19) This involved a highly
concentrated effort at study of circuitry, and the equipment required for such an
installation.

The Kilmer Job Corps (pg. 19) Building this power system for training
purposes required a huge amount of study and technical ability on the author's
part. It required also an ability to inspire the trainees to achieve and work with
each other, and to perform with ambition and enthusiasm. Some of our graduates
went into engineering schools in their home areas.

Sumatra Training (pg. 21) This was a very fine experience for me. The
trainees became top notch craftsmen. Several are now in business for themselves.

· Jakarta Power Distribution System

(pg. 22)

This was typical of the
country as .a whole. There was a great need for trained people and much money.
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A Hair-Raising Experience Even for an Expert (pg. 23) . This called
for keen judgement, a steady hand, and thorough knowledge of the circuits of the
very complicated switchboard. And nerves of steel!

Troubles at Critical Times (pg. 24) This was an extremely difficult job for
us. We had to start at the field circuit rings and work backward to the diodes.
Hours of searching through a maze of wiring, then removing the old diodes and
replacing them with the new. There was no information around to give us any
help. Where was one to start, on such technical equipment?

Pacific Missile Test Range (pg. 24) A simple explanation of Ohm's Law
and phantom impedance is given in the boxes on the following two pages.

A Problem of Burned-Out Motors (pg. 25) It was incredible for G .E.
Engineering not to understand their blunder! The greatest load on a motor is at
startup-and some bright boys thought such a load could be started on half the
winding! (Read it again !JD page 13 !)

Another Qrain Teaser (pg. 26) Apparently the textile firm had purchased
transformers of questionable reliability. I had been informed that the trouble of
one motor stopping had been going on from the beginning of the installation of this
system. My thinking was that the contractor who did the job tested the system and
never mentioned the problem-got his pay and left!

Electricity-Beware of its Dangers (My Last Job) (pg.

The
consultant's advice was ignored. "The plant has been operating with the installed
power system for many years, so why spend any money on it now?"
27)
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THE MATH PROBLEM --- OHM'S LAW
Ohmmeter readings: (Theoretical readings)
D.C. coil:

480 ohms

A.C. coil:

6ohms

D.C. amperes on D.C. coil =

=

E/ R

=

120 / 480

=

=

E/ R

=

120 / 6

D.C. amperes on A.C. coil

=

=

1/4 ampere

20 amperes

Assume each coil requires 1/4 ampere, or 30 watts to power and hold:
The A.C. coil would receive 20 amps, or
E2

/

R

=

1202

/

6

=

14400 / 6

=

2400 watts !

A BURNOUT!!!

Direct current flows continuously in one direction (hence "direct") through a wire,
being limited only by the natural resistance of. the wire. The amount of resistance
depends (oversimplifying slightly) on the physical nature and ttie diameter of the wire.
A coil designed for D.C. use must have a relatively high resistance, or too much
current will flow through it and burn it out.
·
Alternating current, on the other hand, flows back and forth through the coil, creating
as it goes a constantly changing magnetic field that provides additional resistance to
the further flow of electrons. This additional resistance, called "reactive ohms" (or
"phantom ohms"), adds to, and may greatly exceed, the natural resistance of the
material the coil is made from.
In the case of our A.C. coil, 120 volts flowing through it creates almost 480 reactive
ohms, which when added vectorially to the 6 ohms of natural resistance gives a total
impedance to A. C. flow of 480 ohms.
Inductive reactance and resistance are 90' out of phase. Calculating the vector sum
of the two requires the use of sine curves, and trigonometry. The exact figures are:
R

XL

Z

=
=

=

Pure Resistance =
Inductive Reactance =
Total Impedance of Coil

=

6ohms
479.96 ohms
480 ohms
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Ohm's Law

Watt's Lavr

OHM'S LAW: The currant in
any D.C. circuit is directly
proportional to the voltage, and
inversely proportional to the
resistance of the conductor.

WATT'S LAW: The power
in Watts in any D.C. circuit
equals the product of the
volts and amperes.

E

~

volts
I == amperes

R == ohms
W == watts

Combination
WI

cover the unknown and solve.

Given any two values,
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A Lesson in Power System Analysis
In April 1974 I visited my nephew, who was at that time the maintenance

foreman of the water pumping and treatment plant of a major southern city. He
had mentioned electrical problems at his installation-, and I had agreed to
investigate for him. Their problems included excessive heating of motors, low
voltage, and blown fuses.
I found a conglomerate of switches and-cross-tie wires between three sets
of nine transformers, and an old steam-turbine-driven AC generator, but without
an electrical road map it was.difficult_for me· to get a clear picture of the system.
I was shown an old wiring drawing of 25 years earlier. So I used this as a
guide and made up my simplified one-line grid drawing. Then I added their recent
additions to the power system, which then gave me a picture of the present
installation. Now I began my search for their problems! (See. next.- page).
#1.
#2.

#3.

#4.

#5.

#6.

#7.

#8.

They had cut off the old line to the filter plant and installed a new line direct from the
.
yard substation.
They had opened the oil-circuit-breaker, marked "C", but had failed to realize that .the
middle transformer bank was also disconnected thereby. Since they had no electrical
· road map, no one spotted the error! There was no qualified electrician around!
The two outside banks of transformers then had to pick up the total motor load of 600
h. p., and extensive inside and outside lighting. This over-load caused low voltage
throughout the power system. Due to this, the motors overheated and the increased
amperes ruptured system fuses.
The mid-bank transformers remained powered through the secondary-side tie linesconnecting three banks of transformers in parallel-but with the primary side open!
I doubted the wisdom of such a tie. If the three banks were not impedance-percentage
matched, the cross currents in these lines would have added to the low voltage, with
useless amperes.
The city's engineer decided to connect the generator into the system to help boost the
voltage. (This was a wild guess, in my opinion. I knew that the incoming voltage had
to be satisfactory.)
The old generator failed to remain in synchronism with the power company's system;
perhaps due to irregular speed control adjustment on the turbine steam regulator. A
differential relay installation acted as a system protector.
I suggested re-closing OCB "C" and opening the tie line switches-this permitted each
transformer bank to carry, separately, the three areas or blocks of power loads. I
further suggested that they refrain from running all the pumps at the same time-because the 300 KV A transformer bank was undersized for the 400 HP motor load in
block# 1.
I advised leaving the alternator out of service, but to engage a competent electrical
firm to restructure the system. ·

I shall leave it to a knowledgeable reader to decide what improvements
might have _been necessary.
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PART

THREE

ILLUSTRATIONS

Contents and Sample Drawings
from the Author's
Electrical Training Course
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INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY

FOR THE FUTURE
TECHNICIAN

As taught by Ernest A. Thurkauf
·At the following locations:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

1942-43
1944
1956-57
1965-69
1970-71
1975-78

American Cyanamid Co., N.J.
U.S. Navy, CBMU 534, South Pacific, WW-II
Victor Chemical Works, Florida
U.S. Federal Job Corps, Kilmer, N.J.
Esso Far East, Sumatra, Indonesia
Sellers Mfg. Co., Saxapahaw, N.C.
In addition: Work-shop type of
Instruction in several localities.
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Contents
Section
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VI
VII
VIII
IX
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XII
XIII
XIV

xv
XVI
XVII
XVIII
XIX

xx
XXI
XXII
XXIII
XXIV
XXV

. Elementary Electricity
Electrical Units - Ohm's and Watt's Laws
Electrical Circuits
Wire Calculations
Fundamental Principles of DC Motors and Generators
Types of DC Motors and Generators
DC Motor Starters and Controllers
Alternating Current Principles
AC Generators
Three-Phase Connections and Formulas
The Rotating Magnetic Field
Single-Phase Motors
Three-Phase Induction Motors
AC Motor Starters
Maintenance and Construction Notes
Transformers
Transformer Connections
Electrical Transmission
Opposition to the Flow of Alternating Current
Power Factor
AC Power Formulas
Power Factor Correction
The Synchronous Motor
Rectifiers, Electronic Tubes, Solid State Electronics
Miscellaneous: Powerhouse-Questions-Problems-Drawings
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The old control wiring method.
With the old systems The starter could be
·jogged from station #J even if "stops"
#1 or #2 are stuck open.
With the new systems The starter cannot _be
jogged from any "start" if any ·" stops" are open.
Draw both old and new systems as single-line schematics,
and note the difference clearlyl
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On the old system all bridge-strips were left intact.
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Three-Phase Stator Coils

Prime Drawing Is Phase Letters

7
Arrangement of the numbered leads on a 4-t)Ole 3-pha.se stator. ·
Numbers 10-11-12 are connected -internally by the manufacturer
tor the W"ye~connec~ion • .
For the De1ta:connection: Internal--~1 and 12 to Line #1.
2 and 10 to line #2. J and 11 to Line #J.
_
ED.mine Plate #16 tor the various connections for 220/440 volts.
Plate 1?: Methods of connecting for IELTA or wn:.
Plate 20: Producing the ROTATING A-C MAGNETIC FIELD.
Plate- 14: Single and Three-Phase Sine Curves develspment.
Plate 16: Series and para.J.lel coi1 connections.
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The one-line control schematic as now drawn, compare this
with the old method start-stop wiring as shown on Plate #25

Some modern control systems now require a heater element in
Line Two (#2) a1so. This makes for better TRIP protection,
especially on systems that may have unbalanced voltages on
the incoming lines.
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PART

FOUR

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: A REVIEW

•

OF A SMALL LIFETIME,
L. SCHELBERT

47 ·
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The journey from Liestal to
Entwistle began for Amalia
Thurkauf and her children on
May 27, 191 5, and lasted twepp. $11.95.
nty-three days.
It led from
To do justice to this moving
Basel to Chiasso, to Milan and
memoir is less than easy. It
on to Genoa, where they boardpresents the story of two intered the Dante Alighieri, which
twined lives, those of Amalia
took on more passengers at NaThurkauf-Braun, born in the
ples and Palermo before heading
1880s, and of her son Ernst
for the Strait of Gibraltar. Life
Albert Thurkauf, born in 1907
on board ship was boring; the
children found little to do and
at Liestal, the capital of Canton
Basel-Land, in Switzerland. The
the engine noise in their cabin
lives of Ernst's father, Emil
was bothersome. The mother
Thurkauf, and of his three sibfound some comfort in reading
the works of Carl Spittelings come into view
ler. In the Strait of Githrough Amalia's letters
and her son's reminisbraltar
an English torpedo
"To do justice to this moving
boat stopped the ship,
cences. Both records are
memoir is less than easy ... One
touching documents that
but let it pass. The next
tell of unusual endurance,
Small lifetime is, in my view, a
days were stormy and
sincere faith, and incredisea-sickness set in. Ernst
very va/,uable book... Life and
ble capacity for work.
was crying: "Es chunt so
death, joy and so"ow, defeat and
They also mirror the
oppis bitters! (Something
victory seemed always to have
larger events of the twenso bitter is coming up!)"
tieth century, the conNow the children wished
been close companions ... This
texts within which the
they had stayed at home.
makes this wholly unpretentious
"small lifetime" of both
But then · the weather
of
enduring
va/,ue
book
a
work
Amalia and Ernst Thurturned sunny, all felt well
kauf have been lived:
again, and on June 12
for general reader and historian
World War One, the
they reached New Yark
alike, a fragment that bears
Great Depression, World
harbor. After much hastestimony to a rapidly vanishing
War Two, the racial ursle with formalities and
ban unrest of the 1960s
the baggage, they went
past."
and their concomitant
to the Hotel Grutli to rest
social reform programs.
until the evening, then
The first part of the book
laborer, then moved on to Edboarded a train for Chicago,
centers on the experiences of
monton, · Alberta, where he
which they reached at 7 am on
Amalia Thurkauf. Excerpts from
made milk deliveries. He beJune 14. Within the hour they
her letters and her travel diary
came a coal miner, first at Drudeparted again, this time for St.
from 1 91 5 grant the reader a
mheller, northeast of Calgary.
Paul; then traveled on to ·Winniglimpse into a life of inner
He settled at Entwistle, about
peg. Amalia Thurkauf wrote,
strength, courage, and willingsixty miles west of Edmonton,
"The people are very friendly
ness to accept the vagaries of
where he was joined in 191 5 by
everywhere, and they are trying
fortune. In 1915 Amalia Thurkhis wife and their four children,
to talk to us and shake hands
auf exchanged a well-ordered
Ernst, then eight; Liesli, age six;
with the children. A conductor
life at Liestal for the challenges
Marieli, five; and Hans, not yet
saw the little Swiss flag Ernst
of frontier life in northwestern
two. On arrival the children rewas wearing; he looked at him
Alberta. Despite at times semarked: "Aber jez, Vaterli,
and gave him a hug."
darfsch nie me furt vo eus. (But
vere homesickness and a persisAt Winnipeg the family restnow father dear, you are not
tent longing to se~ her ancestral
ed in the immigration hall in
going to leave us anymore.)"
home again, she ·tackled the
order to be ready for the 6 am

One SmaD Ufe'lime. by &nest
Albert Thurkauf.
Vantage
Press. New York. 1983. 291
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many tasks of frontier farming
and homesteading while her
husband Emil worked deep underground in coal mines that
were as unpredictable as to
employment and wages as they
were perilous to life and limb.
Emil Thurkauf had left Liestal
early in 1913, for reasons not
revealed in the memoirs. He
had learned some English at
home, then traveled via Le
Havre to Halifax, Canada. From
there he worked his way westward. In Luseland, Saskatchewan, he worked as a farm
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train. "At 4 o'clock I got up
had come to naught and they
the war dragged on, met with
from the bench where we
lost the farm. The 1921 harhostility. "The English boys are
slept," the mother wrote, "unvest was . good on a rented
again giving Ernst a rough
packed the pan, made chocofarm, but the following year a
time," mother Thurkauf reported
late, and woke the children."
on March 16, 1916, "calling
hail storm totally demolished the
him 'Kaiser.'
Little do they
At 6 am no train came into
crop, and cattle they had taken
know or care that Switzerland is
sight, but a conductor brought
over for fattening fell victim to
the news that the timetable had
standing all alone, in neutrality."
disease. After a ten-year strugbeen changed and that the train
Sometimes young Ernst was
gle the family decided to give
would be leaving at 6 pm inphysically attacked; the family
up farming in Alberta and move
stead! At last, on Thursday,
was shunned, and in March
to Washington State, where
June 1 7 they reached Edmon1918 Emil was demoted in the
Emil Thurkauf and his oldest son
ton, but Emil Thurkauf was not
mine as an undesirable "Gerturned to coal mining. But then
there to welcome his family. A
man."
But everybody kept
in 1929 the Great Depression
telegram telling him of their
busy, and the children learned
began and many of the mines
early to help. Amalia Thurkauf
arrival had not reached him in
closed.
The Thurkauf s left
time. Thus the weary travelers
baked, cooked, sowed, planted
Washington for upstate New
stayed again at an immigration
a garden, milked the cow,
York, where they took over a
home. Finally, next morning at
run-down homestead in Killahelped in the butchering and, to
ear.n extra money, even did the
wog, some 25 miles outside of
11 am the family was reunited.
Binghamton.
Here
They left at 5 pm for Entagainst all predictions
wist I e, which they
their hard work paid off
reached three hours later.
"The English boys are again
and they experienced
"At times I am still homegiving Ernst a rough time,"
some modest prosperity.
sick," the mother reportmother Thurkauf reported on
In the early 1940s
ed, "but not so the chilAmalia
Thurkauf began to
dren; they love it here.
March 16, 1916, "calling him
suffer from an ailment
Switzerland will always
'Kaiser. ' Little do they know or
that later was diagnosed
be in my heart."
care
that
Switzerland
is
standing
as diabetes.
Her final
Now frontier life startletter to her sister in
ed in earnest. "The mosall alone, in neutra/,ity."
Switzerland is dated June
quitos are dense and
She passed
8, 1945.
leave their mark on us,"
away quite unexpectedly on
laundry for the men in the bunkwrote Amalia Thurkauf on June
November 14, 1945, having
house. "Ernst goes everyday
23, 1915. "Emil put netting
served her family to the last.
and brings wagon loads of minover the windows and door. He
The book's second half coners' dirty clothing," she reporthad the house very clean. He
tains the reminiscences of Ernst
ed. "I am overburdened with
had baked bread, but I will learn
Thurkauf. He grouped his rework, though the men do their
to do this very soon. We have
membrances into a series of
own
socks."
a wood-burning cookstove and
vignettes. A first sketches his
furniture which Emil had ·
The family also experienced
spiritual experience during a
its full share of ill luck. An
made ... There is a well nearby
bout with double pneumonia in
outbreak of fire closed down a
where I get the water: we pull it
May, 1923; a narrow escape
mine, so they took up farming.
up with a rope and bucket."
froni death in Mine 11 at Black
In 1919, the first year on a
For the children the way to
Diamond, Washington, in 1928;
grain farm in Mannville, the
school was a "half-hour walk up
and his work experience in the
rains came too late and snow
a long hill and through some
coal mines and lumber camps of
fell too early, ruining the harwoods, over a footpath: nothing
the Cascade Mountains. Death
vest. In 1920 a freeze destroylike our streets." When not
seemed never far, and claimed
ed the crop and the Thurkaufs
busy in the coal mine Emil Thurvictims
right before young Ernwere
unable
to
repay
the
money
kauf was working on the farmst's eyes. The next vignette
borrowed for machinery and the
stead some miles away. The
describes an adventurous
mortgage. All their hard work
children learned English but, as
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol29/iss2/5
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search for lost airmen on the
coast of British Columbia and
southern Alaska, and a futile, if
rewarding, search for gold in
California's abandoned gold
fields. Another vignette offers
a charming "royal glimpse of
America" during the depression.
Ernst Thurkauf made two trips
across the continent in 1935
and 1937.
He. travelled by
riding freight trains, admiring
magnificent landscapes, camping out with hoboes, taking on
odd jobs for pocket money, and
skillfully evading the railroad
yard or village police that detested such travelling "royalty."
The next part features the
war years.
Ernst Thurkauf
joined the navy, and after some
months in training camps he
was on his way to "Island X" in
the South Pacific. Quarters on
the ship were cramped, but
"nights at sea were always
fascinatingly haunting."
The
soldier bound for battle admired
the star formations he "had
followed so avidly as a boy on
the Canadian prairie long ago!
~uite unwittingly.. .lecturing on
the · wonders of the sky to the
homesick boys, boys who were
hungry for words other than the
killing of men."
Thurkauf's
outfit never saw combat, however, but remained stationed at
New Caledonia until transfer to
the Okinawa navy base after
the dropping of the atomic
bomb. By October 30, 1945,
he was back in New York, just
in time to see his mother again
before she died a fortnight later.
After the war the author
became an accomplished electrician, an interest kindled in him
before he joined the war effort.
In 1940 he had gone to the
Coyne Institute of Chicago,
which "had developed the finest
training system ever devised."
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It would serve as a model for
many of his later pursuits.
After discharge from the navy
he held various positions as
plant engineer, always intent on
improving the safety and efficiency of a given outfit. In
1964 a new opportunity beckoned. The author turned teacher in electrical engineering at
Camp Kilmer, New Jer~ey, one
of the places that took in youthful offenders and tried to help
them build a better future. The
five years spent at this task
were arduous. The young men
were often hostile, destructive,
and violent.
Day after day
brought new challenges in the
form of vandalism, break-ins,
and physical threats. With tact
and patience Thurkauf was able
to gain the respect and confidence of many a young man
whom society had pushed to
the sidelines of unemployment
and poverty, but now was
taught a useful craft and who
encountered people who believed in him and whose authority relied not on external force
but on inner strength and respect for the tasks on hand.
Thurkauf's unit became a model
for programs of its kind.
In 1969 Camp Kilmer was
dissolved, and Ernst Thurkauf
went the following year to
Palembang in Sumatra to train
Indonesian technicians in the
skills needed in oil refineries.
The students were quite different from those of Camp Kilmer:
polite, eager to learn, and appreciative of their instructor's expertise and pedagogical skill.
The reader of this part of the
reminiscences also glimpses
some of Sumatra, described
with respect as a world so
different from our own. After
this task was done, the author
r~turned home, only to depart
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again in 1972 for the Kwajalein
atoll to work as an electrician
on the . Pacific Missile Test
Range. At first all went well,
but then the U.S. government
changed contractors. The new
company sent wholly unqualified men to assist in servicing
the power plant, and things
turned so bad that the author
quit and returned home.
A
summary view and some personal reflections conclude the
memoir that offer the author's
perspective on life's challenges,
burdens, and glories.
· One Small Lifetime is, in my
view, a very valuable book. The
life of Amalia Thurkauf as immigrant, wife, mother, cook, washerwoman, and farmer comes
into view through her reports in
its many-sided demands, rewards, and trials. Ernst Thurkauf 's reminiscences contain
more adventures and grant
more insight into the general
facets of American life, but they
too feature the world of physical work, be it on frontier farms,
in coal mines, lumber camps, or
electrical plants. Both writers
are • ordinary" people as to their
station in life, but both are
revealed as persons of extraordinary strength of character, of
willingness to accept whatever
life has in store, and of unreserved dedication to the people
they served. Life and death, joy
and sorrow, defeat and victory
seemed always to have been
close companions in their working lives. The deep humanity of
the two writers, however, always triumphed in the end.
This makes this wholly unpretentious book a work of enduring value for general reader and
historian alike, a fragment that
bears testimony to a rapidly
vanishing past.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ernest A. Thurkauf
Electrlclan, Supervisor,

Engineer, Instructor.
U.S. Citizen since 1929.

Born In Switzerland 1907.
SS No. 105-14-7535.

Honorable Discharge, U.S.
Navy WW-II.

Widower since 1985.
Three adult offspring.

Employment Duration

Name of Finn

Positions Held

Work Scope

Location

Early Years: Electrician's helper In western coal mines; blacksmith's helper; farm hand; logger; etc.
Jan 1941. - Mar 1943

American Cyanamid Corp
Chemicals

Plant Maintenance Electriclan; Electrical Instructor;
Draftsman

Motors and controls maintenance; construction; plant
motor tester

Bound Brook, N.J.

May 1943 - Nov 1945

U.S. tJavy Construction
Batt., c.e. 106, CBMU 534:
World War II

C.E.M. Rating Chief Electrlclan; Electrical Instructor
to Navy, Army, Marines

Supervised crews on constructlon and maintenance
of bases & shore facllitles

W. Pacific, New Caledonia, New Hebrides,
Solomons, Okinawa

1946

Consolidated Fisheries

Plant maintenance

Lewes, Del.

Nov 1947 - Aug 1955

Art Color Printing Co. (W. F.
Hall Corp.)

Maintenance; construction;
electrical foreman

Aug 1955 - Aug 1962

Victor Chemical Works, Inc.
Phosphorus Furnace Plant

Chief electrician; electrical
engineer; plant maintenance
superintendent

Electrical; mechanical
•
Printing presses; controls
and maintenance
Electrical construction;
maintenance; craft trainer

Aug 1962 - Jan 1965

Carpenter Steel Corp.
Stainless Steel Tube MIii

Chief electrician; controls
designer

Electrical construction;
equipment lnstallailon; plant
maintenance

Union, N.J.

Jan 1965 - Aug 1969

Federal Electric Corp., ITT
Training. Under contract to
· Federal Job Corps

Senior electrical Instructor
and tra_lnlng coordinator

Electrical craft Instruction In
U.S. Job Corps

Camp KIimer, Edison,
N.J.

Sept - Dec 1969

Dept. of Vocational TrainIng, State of New Jersey

Electrical Instructor; currlculum writer

Electrical craft trainer In
state vocational school

N.J. Manpower Training
Cntr ., Edison, N.J.

Jan 1970 - July 1971

P.T.Stanvac-lndonesla (Esso
Standard Eastern)

Electrical Instructor and
training coordinator

Training oil-producing area
employees

Pendopo, Sumatra, lndonesla

Dec 1971 - Oct 1972

Burns & Roe; Global Assoc.;
U.S. Army Pacific Missile
Test Range

Power plant electrician;
power plant Instructor

Generator controls tech- nlclan and switchboard
Instructor

Kwajaleln Atoll, Marshall
Islands, Western Pacific

Nov 1972 - Mar 1973

N.J. Corre_c tlonal Training
Center

Electrical Instructor

Craft trainer to youthful
parolees

Edison, N.J.

Sellers Manuf acturlng /
Dixie Yarns Co.

Electrical consultant and
Instructor

Aug 1975 - Oct 1978

•

Dunellen, N.J.
Tarpon Springs, Fla.

Power systems analysis;
Saxapahaw, N.C. and
circuit redesign; training
Cedar Falls, N.C .
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Traveling
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-The Swiss Connection
Published Four Times Yearly
Subscription Price is
$4. Annually
· Correspondenc~
should be directed to:
Maralyn A. Wellauer
2845 North 72nd Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53210
Copyright1993
ISSN:/ D~ 'J, / oto

Everyone should have received Volume 1,
Numbers 1 and 2 (September and January> by the time
you read th Is. If they wec-e not rece l ved, p 1ease
drop us a note. Two Issues were returned marked
•undeliverable•, with the address labels missing.

A spec I a I thank-you to another • ange 1• , Ms.
Sharon Boatwright, Denver, Colorado, whose
contribution was t"ecelved too late to be Included
In the January Issue.
During the second week ln March, we enrolled
our 200th subscriber • . This ls a very good rate of
growth and we hope that we can cont 1nue to attract
and retain faithful friends.
One readet", Mrs. Bette B. Topp, writes, •I'm
so excited - I got an answer ft"oot my query on the
Moree-Biederman family In SWltzerland.,... !'"now know
my family originated ln SWltzer~nd. I know
the correct spelling of the family name ••. Is that a
break or not? Thank you for starting 'The SWlss
Connection•. It sure did work for me.•
Thank you to those of you who took t lme to
wrl te to express satisfaction wl th the September
and January Issues.
In this Issue, we expanded our advertlslng
section. We hope this wl 11 assist our readers ln
locating the products or services which wl 11 be
helpful in their personal ancestral searches.
A questionnaire soliciting your opinion on how
we can grow and meet your needs will be included ln
the next Issue of 'The SWlss Connection•. Please
watch for lt.
We welcome your conments and
suggestions at any time.
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+ A Publication of the Swiss Home Association+ 1036 South Front Street+ Columbus OH 43206+ 614-443-1605 +
Annual Meeting Spirited clnd Well-Attended

The Annual Meeting of the Swiss
Home Association was held at the Oub
on February 14. The 100-plus members
in attendance engaged in a candid and sometimes spirited - discussion of
Oub operations. The following is a
summary of topics discussed.
Costs do~ income up in short term
A presentation of the Oub's financial
situation pointed out the positive
impact of contracting with an independent businessman to operate the
restaurant facility. While this move has
decreased gross income to the Oub, the
costs associated with maintaining the
operation have decreased proportionately more. The net result is a more
positive short-term financial picture.
Long term SUcce$ depends on club use
It was observed that the cost of
merely maintaining the physical facility
is substantial. Thus, without additional
income, even the considerable expense
reductions that have been implemented
will imperil the long-term viability of
the Oub. The ultimate answer remains
increased utilization of the Oub - both
for regular restaurant meals and
"special event" bookings.
New committee formed
The Home Association has created an
ad hoc committee chaired by Dr.
Donald Tritt, charged with two goals:
dev~loping new ideas to heighten
member involvement, and raising
revenue. Don shared the many creative
ideas already being considered and
solicited the thoughts of the membership.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1993

Restaurant operations evaluated
There were many comments- both
positive and areas where improvement
is needed - directed to restaurant
operator Bill Lutz. Issues addressed
included: food quality, financial
considerations, private party bookings,
and servers. Bill answered each
question with the candor and sensitivity that is his trademark.
Board liaison created
It was suggested that a Board Member
be on hand each Friday and Saturday

night in order to address any concerns
or suggestions of the membership. It
was agreed that this would be done.
Thanks to participants
. The meeting adjourned at 4:00 and was
followed by a delicious lasagna dinner.
1banks are due to all the members
who participated in this outstanding
meeting. The ideas expressed were of
great interest and importance to the
Board and the open exchange demonstrated the benefits of face-to-face
communication.
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'lllink on all t h e ~ Faster's our forefathers spent wocshipping in their lovely
Church in Matt. '1he Stauffacher benches
are at the back and right of the fl:art
door.

-am.

yet another •••• we expect to have
sane answers for you next issue ••••

'!his is the first building you see as you
enter Matt (notice sign) - the ~ e ,
stauffacher Brunnen and Linden tree are
directly across the street.
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